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I will look better if my friends look better in the picture.
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Beautify: 
slim, acne, whitening, enlargement, reshape...

How can I look beautiful while keeping natural and realistic? 

Should I touch someone else’s face? 

Are there any trendy effects that can make me look professional?  

Is the photo editable?

How is the review of the app?

Does my face expression look weird? 

What functions does the app have?

Does the photo quality decrease when exporting? 

How do I send the photo to my friends/family?

What caption should I use when posting the photo?

Enjoyment
Complexity
Connection

Users experience photo selection 
and photo editing almost alone. 
Users only have conversations 
with people in the picture after 
editing the photo.

When more elements get 
involved in the process, users 
will feel the task of editing a 
photo becomes more complex.

Users feel that they have more the 
sense of achivement when they 
see improvements they made on 
a picture. And users will feel good 
when getting positive feedback on the 
picture from their social circle.

Photo-editing apps are a common use. People all have 
photo-editing apps on their phone, and they do either 
major or minor adjustment on their pictures before they 
post on social media. 

There is a disconection in photo editing process. 
People edit photos on their own and tend to spend 
more time editing themselves in a group photo. Editing 
photos together can close the disconnection gap.

People are using multiple apps to share their edited 
photos, which is added work for them. Finding a way to 
minimize that workload and make the process easier 
for users could be a potential market opportunity.

People edit their photot in their own modeled way. In 
spite of hundreads of functions on photo-editing apps, 
people just use the a few functions they are familar 
with. 
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Usera not only care about how they appear on their 
own social media account, but also care about how 
they appear on other they people's account.
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